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Acid/redox dual-activated liposomes consisting of a synthetic func-

tional lipid were developed to overcome the multiple barriers to the

intravenous delivery of an anticancer drug from the injection site to

the target site. The liposome exhibited tumor pH-promoted cellular

uptake, endocytic pH-responsive endo-lysosomal escape and redox-

triggered intracellular drug release, thereby yielding enhanced anti-

tumor activity.
Great progress has been made in nanoparticle (NP)-based
tumor-targeted drug delivery systems such as micelles,1–3

nanogels,4–6 and liposomes7–10 in the last few decades. Drugs
loaded in liposomes exhibit pharmacokinetic proles of the
vesicles until their release from the carriers at the target sites. In
view of this, the anticancer efficacy of NPs depends on both the
ability to reach the tumor tissue and the release rate of the
encapsulated drug from the vector at the site of action to a great
extent.11,12 There are multiple obstacles required to be circum-
vented for anticancer drug to take effect, including transport
from blood circulation to the tumor, permeation across the cell
membrane into the tumor cell, migration from the endocytic
vesicles to the cytoplasm and release from the NPs within the
tumor cell.

The pH in the tumor microenvironment (pH 6.0–7.0) is lower
than that in blood and normal tissues, and becomes more
acidic (pH 5.0–6.0) in the endocytic vesicles.13 In addition,
glutathione (GSH), a thiol-containing tripeptide, shows
extremely higher concentration (1–10 mM) inside cells than
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outside (2–20 mM), which provides an ideal signal for pro-
grammed intracellular drug release. More importantly, the
tumor tissue has been demonstrated to be more reducing with a
GSH level 4-fold at least higher than that in the normal cells,
which can be used for tumor-targeted drug delivery.14,15

Although a variety of drug carriers have been designed by
exploiting such remarkable pH or reductive gradient for tack-
ling the challenges in NP-based antitumor drug delivery, most
reports have only focused on surmounting one or two obstacles,
such as increasing the tumor cellular uptake by tumor acid-
responsive dePEGylation16,17 or charge conversion,18,19 or
enhancing the endo-lysosomal escape responding to the endo-
cytic pH,20–22 or promoting the intracellular drug release
modulated by the cytoplasmic GSH.23–25 In our previous work, a
multistage pH-responsive liposome has been developed to
overcome the multiple barriers in the whole delivery process.21

However, this formulation was limited by relatively slow drug
release in the cells.

Herein, we report an acid/redox dual-responsive liposome
(HH-SS-L) for enhanced antitumor efficacy, which was developed
by integrating the capability of conquering the barriers from
the blood to the target site and that of controlling the intracellular
drug release in one nanocarrier (Fig. 1). HH-SS-L are fabricated
by soy phosphatidylcholine (SPC), 1,2-dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phos-
phoethanolamine (DOPE), and a synthetic functional lipid, 2-[2-
(2-carboxylcyclohexylformamido)-3,12-dioxy-1-(1H-imidazolyl-4)-7,8-
dithio-4,11-diazapentadecylamide]-glutaric acid ditetradecanol-
diester (HH-SS-E2C14). HH-SS-E2C14 contains one amino acid
group (histidine) and one acid-cleavable group (hexahydrobenzoic
(HHB) amide) as a hydrophilic block, and two tetradecyl alkane
chains as a hydrophobic block. A disulde bond is incorporated
as a redox-sensitive linkage between the two blocks. Aer intra-
venous administration, the surface charge of HH-SS-L in blood
circulation is strongly negative. Once arriving at the tumor extra-
cellular matrix via the enhanced permeability and retention
(EPR) effect, the surface charge of the liposome changes
from negative to positive for increased tumor cellular uptake
owing to electrostatic adsorption with the negatively charged cell
RSC Adv., 2015, 5, 67803–67808 | 67803
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membrane. Aer endocytosis, the protonation of the imidazole
group in HH-SS-E2C14 promotes proton inux into the endocytic
vesicles, endo-lysosomes, followed by the osmotic pressure
increase, endo-lysosomal rupture and thereby endo-lysosomal
escape into cytoplasm. Meanwhile, the degradation of the HHB
amide results in more positive charge of liposome in the endo-
lysosomes, which further advances the endo-lysosomal escape.
When migrated into the cytoplasm, the liposome disrupts caused
by the intracellular GSH-mediated cleavage of HH-SS-E2C14,
which leads to a prompt and rapid release of doxorubicin
hydrochloride (DOX), a model small-molecule chemotherapeutic
drug for inducing cytotoxicity.

To validate this assumption, HH-SS-E2C14 and control lipids,
including HH-E2C14 (without the disulde bond), H-SS-E2C14

(without the HHB amide) and H-E2C14 (without the disulde
bond and HHB amide), were synthesized and characterized
(Schemes S1 and 2†). DOX-loaded HH-SS-L (DOX/HH-SS-L) were
prepared with a particle size of 131 nm using the ammonium
sulfate gradient method, which had an entrapment efficiency of
96% and a drug-loading capacity of 3% (Table S1†). Compared
with the cationic DOX/H-SS-L, DOX/HH-SS-L showed a negative
surface charge due to the deprotonation of carboxylic acid in the
HHB amide (Table S1†).
Fig. 1 Schematic illustration of DOX/HH-SS-L consisting of SPC,
DOPE and HH-SS-E2C14 for tumor-targeted drug delivery. SPC: soy
phosphatidylcholine; DOPE: 1,2-dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphoe-
thanolamine; HH-SS-E2C14: the synthetic functional lipid (Scheme
S1†). (1) Accumulation of liposome at the tumor site; (2) tumor
pH-activated charge conversion; (3) endocytosis; (4) endo-lysosomal
escape; (5) GSH-triggered intracellular DOX release; (6) accumulation
of the released DOX into the nucleus for cytotoxicity.
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To evaluate the acid-activated charge conversion property of
HH-SS-L, the change in the zeta potential was monitored
(Fig. S1†) in the buffer solutions or the fetal bovine serum (FBS)
supplemented cell culture media with different pH. The surface
charge of HH-SS-L underwent conversion in response to the pH
variation, which was negative at pH 7.4 (physiological pH) while
positive at pH 6.5 (a typical tumor pH) and highly positive at pH
4.5 (a typical lysosomal pH). The similar tendency was deter-
mined in HH-L. In sharp contrast, the conventional liposome,
SPC-L, presented no pH-responsiveness, which had a constant
negative charge regardless of pH. No apparent increase of the
average particle sizes of liposomes was observed (Fig. S2†),
indicating no aggregation occurred under different pH condi-
tions. In addition, the acid-sensitive degradation of the HHB
amide, accompanied by the shedding of the carboxylic acid and
the exposure of the amino group, resulted in a much higher
positive charge of both HH-SS-L and HH-L aer incubation
under acidic conditions for a longer time (Fig. S3 and S4†). The
hydrolysis kinetics of the HHB amide was examined using the
uorescamine method.26,27 Aer 24 h of incubation, the degra-
dation percentage was around 49% and 72% for HH-SS-L at pH
5.5 and at pH 4.5, respectively. By contrast, only about 11% and
20% of the HHB amide was hydrolyzed for HH-SS-L at pH
7.4 and pH 6.5, respectively (Fig. 2a). The same tendency with
HH-SS-L happened to HH-L (Fig. S5†). These data suggested
that the obtained HH-SS-L had the charge conversion capability
in response to the environmental pH change. The more acidity
caused the higher positive surface charge. Furthermore, the
proton buffering capacity of HH-SS-L was estimated using the
titration method (Fig. S6†). Both of HH-SS-L and HH-L
composed of the histidine-containing lipid possessed a
greater pH-buffering effect when the surrounding pH reduced
from neutral to acid compared with SPC-L, which endued
HH-SS-L and HH-L with the endo-lysosomal escape capability
for efficient intracellular delivery.

To demonstrate the redox sensitivity of the disulde-
containing liposomes, the degradation of H-SS-2EC14 in H-SS-
L was rst investigated in the presence of GSH (Fig. 2b). The
degradation percentage of H-SS-E2C14 had a positive correlation
with the concentration of GSH. The cleaved percentage of H-SS-
E2C14 was approximately 4%, 30% and 70% aer incubation of
H-SS-L with GSH at the concentration of 10 mM, 1 mM and
10 mM, respectively. These results indicated that H-SS-E2C14

could be rapidly degraded in the reductive intracellular milieu
(1–10 mM GSH) rather than in the physiological environment
(around 10 mM GSH), which might induce the instability of
liposomes and thereby facilitate the fast release of DOX inside
the cancer cells.

To further evaluate the redox-triggered DOX release from
liposomes caused by the GSH-mediated degradation of
disulde-containing lipid, the release prole of DOX/HH-SS-L
was determined in the presence of different concentrations of
GSH using the dialysis method (Fig. 2c). The cumulative
amount of DOX released from DOX/HH-SS-L was about 60%
and 70% aer incubation with 10 mMGSH at pH 7.4 and 5.5 for
4 h, respectively, which increased to over 80% aer 8 h of
incubation. However, DOX/HH-SS-L showed noticeably lower
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2015



Fig. 2 (a) Degradation of the HHB amide in HH-SS-L at different pH
values over time. (b) Degradation of H-SS-E2C14 at different
concentrations of GSH over time. (c and d) In vitro release profiles of
DOX from DOX/HH-SS-L (c) and DOX/HH-L (d) under different
conditions. (e and f) TEM images of DOX/HH-SS-L before (e) and after
(f) treatment with 10 mM GSH for 24 h. Scale bars are 200 nm.

Fig. 3 CLSM images of HepG2 cells after incubation with DOX/SPC-L,
DOX/HH-L, DOX/HH-SS-L and free DOX for different time. The late
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release rate of DOX in the presence of 10 mMGSH. Moreover, no
signicant difference in the release of DOX from either DOX/
SPC-L (Fig. S7†) or DOX/HH-L (Fig. 2d) between 0 mM and
10 mM GSH at the same pH. Additionally, the transmission
electronic microscope (TEM) examination further suggested
that treatment with GSH resulted in the disruption of DOX/HH-
SS-L. Compared with non-treatment (Fig. 2e), no spherical
structure was observed aer incubation with 10 mM GSH at
37 �C for 24 h (Fig. 2f). These data demonstrated that the
cytoplasmic GSH could reduce the disulde bridge in HH-SS-
E2C14, induce the liposomal instability and thus trigger the
abundant DOX release within the cells.

Next, the acid-promoted cellular uptake of liposome was
gauged on the human hepatic carcinoma (HepG2) cells
(Fig. S8†). As expected, the cellular uptake of DOX at pH 6.5 was
signicantly higher than that at pH 7.4 for both DOX/HH-L and
DOX/HH-SS-L, which suggested that the positive charge on the
surface of DOX/HH-L or DOX/HH-SS-L in the slightly acidic
tumor tissues contributed to the promoted internalization of
liposomes.28,29 In contrast, for DOX/SPC-L with a similar particle
size, the uptake amount of DOX at pH 6.5 was comparable to
that at pH 7.4, and lower than that of DOX/HH-L or DOX/HH-SS-
L at pH 6.5, which further signied that the electrostatic
interaction between liposome and cell played an important role
in facilitating vanquishing the cellular barrier, cell membrane.
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2015
Whereas, the clathrin-mediated endocytic pathway was a typical
route, by which DOX/HH-SS-L was internalized into the cells
(Fig. S9†),30,31 implying that the endo-lysosomes became the
subcellular barrier to the intracellular delivery.32

The endo-lysosomal escape behavior and intracellular
release property of the liposomes were assessed using confocal
laser scanning microscope (CLSM). Specically, aer incuba-
tion with the DOX-loaded liposomal preparations, the endo-
lysosomes were selectively stained with LysoTracker Green
shown as a green uorescence, while the liposomes encapsu-
lating DOX were observed as a red uorescence. Co-localization
between the DOX signal and the endo-lysosomal signal indi-
cated the entrapment of liposome in the endo-lysosomes. As
shown in Fig. 3 and S10,† a large number of yellow dots were
evident in the merged images aer addition of the DOX-loaded
liposomes for 2 h, which implied that a large part of DOX were
entrapped within the endo-lysosomal compartments following
endocytosis. Aer a prolonged incubation, in DOX/SPC-L group,
the DOX signal still remained highly overlaying with the endo-
lysosomal signal and could not be observed in the nuclei,
indicating that it was very difficult for the conventional
DOX/SPC-L to escape from the endo-lysosomes. However, the
DOX signal of DOX/HH-SS-L or DOX/HH-L showed a obviously
great separation with the endo-lysosomal signal, which
conrmed their superior endo-lysosomal escape capability of
overthrowing the endocytic barrier due to the proton sponge
effect of histidines and highly positive surface charge of DOX/
HH-SS-L and DOX/HH-L.20–22 In addition, compared with DOX/
HH-L, DOX/HH-SS-L with the potency of intracellular GSH-
triggered drug release showed a stronger effect on delivering
DOX to its target site, nuclei. Higher uorescence intensity of
the DOX signal in the nuclei delivered by DOX/HH-SS-L was
observed. It was veried that the disintegration of DOX/HH-SS-L
in response to the intracellular GSH level generated a prompt
and burst release of DOX, which efficiently overcome the nal
barrier, nanocarrier, to attain the therapeutic concentration of
drug inside the cancer cells for enhanced anticancer activity.

The in vitro therapeutic efficacy of DOX/HH-SS-L was evalu-
ated on HepG2 cells. The apoptosis-inducing effect of DOX/HH-
SS-L was rst determined using the Annexin V-FITC/PI staining,
followed by the ow cytometric analysis (Fig. 4a). The total
endosomes and lysosomes were stained with LysoTracker Green.

RSC Adv., 2015, 5, 67803–67808 | 67805
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apoptotic ratio was 4% aer the cells were treated with DOX/
SPC-L, while increased to 9.5% when incubated with DOX/
HH-L, which substantiated that the enhanced cellular uptake
and endo-lysosomal escape had an apparent enhancement on
inducing cell apoptosis. Of note, although there was no
signicant difference in the cellular uptake between DOX/HH-
SS-L and DOX/HH-L, DOX/HH-SS-L presented a signicantly
stronger apoptosis-inducing capacity compared with DOX/
HH-L, which had the total apoptotic ratio of 18.1%, nearly 2-
fold that of DOX/HH-L, substantiating that the fast intracel-
lular drug release contributed greatly to the elevated induction
of apoptosis in the cancer cells. In addition, the cytotoxicity of
DOX/HH-SS-L toward HepG2 was evaluated using the MTT
method (Fig. S11† and 4b). DOX/HH-SS-L exhibited a higher
cytotoxicity against HepG2 cells than either DOX/SPC-L or
DOX/HH-L. The half maximal inhibitory concentration (IC50)
of DOX/HH-SS-L was about 1.91 mg mL�1 for 48 h (Fig. S11†).
As time extended to 72 h, the IC50 reduced to approximately
1.14 mg mL�1 (Fig. 4b), which was nearly 0.36-fold and 0.22-
fold that of DOX/HH-L (roughly 3.14 mg mL�1) and DOX/SPC-L
(around 5.10 mg mL�1), respectively. The bare liposome did not
present any cytotoxicity at all the tested concentrations
(Fig. S12†).
Fig. 4 (a) Flow cytometric analysis of apoptosis induced by different
DOX formulations using the Annexin V-FITC/PI staining. (1) Control; (2)
DOX/SPC-L; (3) DOX/HH-L; (4) DOX/HH-SS-L. (b) In vitro cytotoxicity
of the free DOX, DOX/SPC-L, DOX/HH-L and DOX/HH-SS-L against
HepG2 cells for 72 h. *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01.
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Next, we compared the tumor-targeting ability of HH-SS-L
with that of HH-L and SPC-L in vivo. The liposomes were
labeled with the lipophilic uorescent dye DiR. Aer intrave-
nous injection into the xenogra Heps tumor-bearing mice, the
DiR signal was monitored using the in vivo imaging (Fig. 5a). At
just 1 h post-injection, the DiR signal of DiR/HH-SS-L was
observed at the tumor site, increased at 12 h, and maintained
up to 24 h. HH-SS-L displayed greater tumor targetability than
HH-L and SPC-L. To further investigate the enhancement on the
DOX accumulation in the tumor by HH-SS-L, the amount of
DOX was quantied in the plasma and different tissues
including heart, liver, spleen, lung, kidney and tumor aer
intravenous injection of different DOX formulations (Fig. 5b
and S13†). Compared with the free DOX solution, different DOX
liposomes showed prolonged blood circulation and enhanced
tumor accumulation of DOX. Note that the accumulation of
DOX in the heart delivered by the liposomes was extremely
lower than that delivered by the DOX solution, which indicated
that the liposomal formulations could optimize the bio-
distribution property of DOX and therefore reduce the car-
diotoxicity of DOX. The majority of the liposomes accumulated
in the liver and spleen, which suggested that the reticuloendo-
thelial system (RES) uptake of liposomes played an important
part in the elimination of liposomes aer systemic adminis-
tration. No signicant difference in the cellular uptake among
three different liposomes by the murine macrophages
(RAW264.7) implied no specic RES uptake of these liposomes
(Fig. S14†), which was consistent with the results of DOX
distribution of different liposomes in the liver and spleen. By
comparison, the accumulation and retention of DOX/HH-SS-L
in the tumor was much higher than that of DOX/SPC-L, while
Fig. 5 (a) In vivo fluorescence images of the xenograft Heps tumor-
bearing mice after intravenous injection of DiR/SPC-L, DiR/HH-L and
DiR/HH-SS-L. The white arrows indicate the tumor regions. (b)
Quantification on the accumulation of DOX in the tumor of the tumor-
bearing mice after intravenous injection of different DOX formulations
at a DOX dose of 5 mg kg�1. DOX/tumor is the ratio of the DOX
amount in the tumor (mg) to the tumor weight (g). *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01,
***P < 0.001. (c) Change in the tumor size of the tumor-bearing mice
after treatment with saline, the free DOX, DOX/SPC-L, DOX/HH-L and
DOX/HH-SS-L at a DOX dose of 5 mg kg�1. *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2015
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no signicant difference in the tumor targetability between
DOX/HH-SS-L and DOX/HH-L was found, which demonstrated
that the tumor pH-activated charge conversion capacity of DOX/
HH-SS-L and DOX/HH-L had crucial effect on increasing the
DOX concentration at the tumor site. By comparing the results
obtained from the quantication of DOX with that from the
qualitative/semi-quantitative uorescent imaging, we found
that more DiR signal of DiR/HH-SS-L was determined in the
liver and spleen at 24 h post-injection, compared with DiR/
SPC-L or DiR/HH-L (Fig. S15 and S16†), which was not in
agreement with the DOX quantication results showing no
signicant difference in both liver and spleen distribution of
DOX among three liposomes (Fig. S13c and d†). According to
the macrophage uptake study, it was suggested that the quan-
titative analysis is more accurate and straightforward than the
qualitative/semi-quantitative uorescent imaging technique for
the biodistribution study, which conrmed that no remarkable
difference in the macrophage uptake and the DOX accumula-
tion in the liver and spleen among these studied liposomes.

The in vivo antitumor efficacy of DOX/HH-SS-L was assessed
on the Heps tumor-bearing mice. As shown in Fig. 5c, different
DOX formulations presented inhibiting effect on tumor growth
compared with saline as a negative control. DOX/HH-L man-
ifested stronger effect than the DOX solution and DOX/SPC-L,
which was mainly attributed to the improved tumor targeting
and intracellular delivery of DOX by HH-L. Furthermore,
compared with DOX/HH-L, DOX/HH-SS-L exhibited signicant
enhanced therapeutic efficacy, suggesting that efficient intra-
cellular DOX release could further dramatically reinforce the
antitumor activity. Moreover, a comprehensive elimination of
the cancer cells was observed in the tumor tissue aer the DOX/
HH-SS-L treatment by the histological analysis using the
hematoxylin and eosin staining (Fig. S17†) and no evident
change in the body weight of the tumor-bearing mice during the
treatment with DOX/HH-SS-L compared with saline (Fig. S18†).

Conclusion

In this study, we developed a new acid/redox dual-activated
liposome for anticancer drug delivery. Acid-sensitivity brought
about the enhanced cellular uptake and the proton sponge
effect for successively overcoming the cellular and intracellular
barriers. Redox-triggered drug release property provided a great
potential to conquer the nanocarrier-derived barrier for
promoted therapeutic efficacy. This work aiming to overpower
all the barriers during the NP-based drug delivery process opens
up a considerable prospect for enhanced antitumor efficiency.
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